POWERBOX 1
POWER YOUR JOB BOX

Magnetic Mounting, LED Lighting, USB-C Power Delivery
POWERBOX 1

Klein Tools’ rugged PowerBox uses magnets to easily mount anywhere in the metal job box, and includes built-in hanging holes for fixed mounting locations. Easily distribute power across your job box with 5ft durable power cord. Integrated LED lighting illuminates the inside of any dark job box to quickly find gear. Besides the 4 surge protected 120V outlets, the 2 USB-A and 1 USB-C (PD capable) ports allow for convenient charging of personal devices including phones, tablets, and laptops.

- Mounts easily with powerful magnets or built-in hang holes
- Delivers surge protected power
- 2 USB-A Ports and 1 PD Capable USB-C port for fast charging

**AC & DC POWER DELIVERY FOR FAST CHARGING**

- LED Work Lights (×2)
- Work Light Power Button
- USB-C Port (45W PD Capable)
- USB-A Ports (×2)
- Grounded Input Indicator
- AC Power On/Off Switch
- Surge Protection Indicator
- Extended strain relief for durability

**Cat. No.** | **UPC 0-92644+** | **Description** | **Dimensions**
--- | --- | --- | ---
29601 | 29601-7 | PowerBox 1 | 5.8” x 1.8” x 4.7” (148 x 46 x 120 mm)

⚠️ Visit www.kleintools.com for warnings and instructions.

See our complete line of Portable Power Products
www.kleintools.com
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